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• Measurements of photons and multijet production allow to perform a thoroughly 

    test of Quantum ChromoDynamics (QCD):

‣ In particular, in unexplored energy scales ( � (TeV) ) and topologies.

‣ Sensitive to gluon and quark PDFs.

‣ To also perform MonteCarlo (MC) tuning:

‣  Improve background modelling for BSM searches and �  measurements.

Q ∼ O

H → γγ

• Several measurements including photons and jets in the final state have been performed by 
ATLAS.

➡I will focus on the most recent analyses:


‣Measurement of the production cross section of pairs of isolated photons in 
              �  collisions at �  = 13 TeV with the ATLAS detector. [JHEP 11 (2021) 169] 

‣Measurement of hadronic event shapes in high-�  multijet final states at  
              �  = 13 TeV with the ATLAS detector. [JHEP 01 (2021) 188] 

‣Measurement of multijet event isotropies using optimal transport with the  
              ATLAS detector. [ATLAS-CONF-2022-056] 
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https://link.springer.com/article/10.1007/JHEP11(2021)169
https://doi.org/10.1007/JHEP12(2021)053
https://cds.cern.ch/record/2824758/files/ATLAS-CONF-2022-056.pdf
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Photon pair production
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• Different channels contributing in two prompt photon production:
direct-direct direct-fragmentation double fragmentation

• Main background coming from jets identified as photons: 

‣ Identification and isolation requirements to suppress this bkg.

‣ Data-driven estimation of the remaining  jet- �  contribution:


‣ 2x2D side-band method based on �  vs �  of each � .

‣ Leading to 16 regions (1 SR + 15 CRs).

γ
γID Eiso

T γ

Selection requirements:

�  to �  misidentifications from �   
estimated with MC samples
e γ Z → e+e−
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Photon pair production
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• Main systematic uncertainties coming from � ES, �  signal estimation and photon isolation.


‣ Uncertainty from � ES increases towards large �  values.


‣ Uncertainty from �  signal estimation larger at low �                   regions with lower �  purity.

γ γγ
γ Eγ

T
γγ Eγ

T γγ
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Photon pair production
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• Differential cross-section measurements performed as functions of different variables:

‣ �pγ1

T , pγ2
T , mγγ, |cos θ* |(CS) , ϕ*η , Δϕγγ, pT,γγ, aT,γγ

• Measurements compared to state-of-the art calculations with different level of accuracy in the 

    description of  �  production.γγ

‣ Very good description of the fiducial cross section by the 

NNLO and Sherpa MEPS@NLO predictions.

‣ Pure NLO underestimates the measurements by 37%.

‣ Total experimental uncertainty around 7.4%
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Photon pair production
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• Good description overall by NNLO and Sherpa MEPS@NLO predictions.

‣ In general, resummation included in Sherpa allows to improve the 


           description of � , � , �  and � .ϕ*η pT,γγ aT,γγ Δϕγγ

• NLO benefit significantly from higher order contributions included in the 

     NNLO and Sherpa in the region � .


‣ Region dominated by �  + multi-jet configurations.


• Fixed order predictions fail to describe the data in the region

     �  < 10 GeV where soft QCD emissions are relevant


‣ Sherpa is in good agreement.

mγγ < pγ1
T + pγ2

T
γγ

pT,γγ
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Event shapes in multijet events
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• Traditionally, event-shape variables have been used to test QCD:

‣ Sensitive to third jet emission.


‣ They have typically values close to 0 in di-jets topologies.

‣ Differences expected between events with different jet 


          multiplicities (� ).N jet

• Jets used as inputs instead of particles to calculate event-shape 

    variables.


‣ Avoids introduction sensitivity to non-perturbative QCD effects.

‣ Provides access to a well-calibrated objects with precisely 


          measured energy scale and resolution.

‣ They have a clearly-defined counterpart at particle-level.

• Measurement of several event-shape variables presented:

‣ Transverse thrust (�  = 1 - � ), minor ( � ).

‣ Aplanarity (A), C and D defined from eigenvalues of 


          linearized sphericity tensor (IRC safe).

‣ Transverse sphericity (� ).

‣ Measurements performed in unexplored energy scales (� TeV) 


           and jet multiplicities (� )

τ⊥ T⊥ Tm

S⊥
Q ∼

N jet ≥ 2,3,4,5,6

3 jets event with large �S⊥

5 jets event with low �S⊥

{
{
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• Phase-space region of the measurements is defined as:

‣ Events with �  > 1 TeV.


‣ Dependence on the energy scale study by performing measurements in different ranges of � .

‣ � 2, where anti-�  R = 0.4 jets with �  > 100 GeV and | � | < 2.4 are selected.

HT2 = pT1 + pT2
HT2

N jet ≥ kt pT y
• Measurements compared with state-of the art MC samples including different accuracy in matrix element 

    calculation and different parton-shower and hadronisation models.

• Main systematic uncertainties coming from jet energy scale (JES) and MC modelling.

• Total uncertainty around 1% for lowest 

     jet multiplicity.

• The uncertainty increases up to � 6%

     for � 6.

≈
N jet ≥

• Similar uncertainty observed for the 

     measurements in different ranges �  

     and same � .

HT2
N jet
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MC normalized 

to �σ(N jet ≥ 2)

‣ Good description of the rate of extra jet emissions by 

     Pythia and Herwig with angular order shower.

‣ Sherpa overestimates rates for emissions of 5 and 

    6 jets.  

‣ MG5_aMC underestimate rates for 5 and 6 jets 

     production.

‣ Similar behavior found for larger �  values.HT2

‣ In general, larger discrepancies found for more isotropic 

     phase-space regions at low jet multiplicities.

‣ Description of the shape of the measurements improved 

     overall for larger jet multiplicities.

‣ Better description found overall by MG5_aMC which 

     includes up to 4 partons in the matrix element.
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Event isotropies in multijet events
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• Canonical event-shapes are a measure of how distant an event is from back-to-back di-jet 

     topologies.


‣ This can be generalized by defining event isotropies  (� ) as the distant between a 

          particular event ( � ) and a uniform radiation pattern ( � ).

I(ϵ)
ε U

, where 

with the constraints: 

Energy Movers Distance (EMD) is defined as the minimum amount of work necessary to transport one event �  with �   
particles into another � ´ of equal energy with M´ particles, by movements of energy �  from particle “i" in one event to particle 
“j” in the other.

ε M
ε fij

Distance between an event and 

back-to-back topologies

Distance between an 

event and ring-like geometries

‣ Event isotropies have been considered assuming different radiation

     patterns: dipole (� ), ring (� ) and cylindrical (� ) geometries.I2

Ring I128
Ring I16

cyl

�  is the ground measureθij
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Event isotropies in multijet events
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• Phase-space region of the measurements is defined as:

‣ Events with �  > 500 GeV.


‣ Dependence on the energy scale study by performing measurements in different ranges of � .

‣ � 2, where anti-�  R = 0.4 jets with �  > 60 GeV and | � | < 4.5 are selected.

HT2 = pT1 + pT2
HT2

N jet ≥ kt pT y
Reference geometries:

Dipole Ring Cylindrical

• Main systematic uncertainties coming from JES/JER and MC modelling:

• Total uncertainty around 2-6%.

• Larger uncertainties observed in more isotropic regions.

• Measurements compared with predictions by state-of the art MCs:

• Powheg+Pythia and Powheg+Herwig: NLO+LL accuracy.

• Pythia: LO + LL accuracy.

• Two Hewig samples including angular and dipole based parton 


            showers: NLO+LL accuracy.

• Two Sherpa samples including AHADIC and Lund hadronisation 


            models respectively: LO+LL accuracy.

12 jets event with low �  I128
Ring
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Event isotropies in multijet events
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‣ No single event generator accurately describes the 

     distribution.


• Larger discrepancies in more isotropic regions.

• 1-�  interpolates between well balanced dijet and isotropic 

     multijet configurations.

   

I128
Ring

Low 1- �  I128
Ring

High 1-�  I128
Ring
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Event isotropies in multijet events
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‣ This observable is not well described by any MC and exhibit

     large differences between different parton models.

• 1-�  interpolates between events with forward dijet and 


    multijet events that evenly populates the  �  plane.

I16
cyl

y − ϕ

Low 1- �  I16
cyl

High 1-�  I16
cyl
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‣ The dynamic of the di-photon production was study by measuring the differential cross-section as 

     functions of several kinematical variables.


• The NNLO QCD calculations give a good description of the inclusive fiducial cross-section.

• The parton-shower included in Sherpa allows to improve the description of the measurements, 

especially in regions sensitive to the resummation.

‣ QCD is further tested by performing the measurement of the differential cross-sections as 

    functions of event-shapes and isotropies variables in unexplored energy scales of � (TeV):


• Event isotropies allows to quantify the distance of a particular event to a reference 

         geometry such as a ring or cylinder.


• Tested state-of-the art MCs fail to describe in general the measurements in isotropic regions, 

          especially at low jet multiplicities.

O

Measurement of photons and multijet events with ATLAS

‣ Low-invariant mass (  = 21 GeV)  event  
candidate in 13 TeV collisions.  

‣ The two transparent green bands on the  
   left side indicate the two photons. 

‣ the yellow cones correspond to jets  
    reconstructed with the anti-kt algorithm  
    and R=0.4.

mγγ γγ
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Event isotropies in multijet events
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‣ Predictions from NLO MCs outperform those of LO in the 

     description of � .I2

Ring

• �  interpolates between well balanced dijet and trijets 

    events, analogously to transverse thrust.

I2
Ring

Low �  I2
Ring

High �  I2
Ring


